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60 Recipes for Apache CloudStack: Using the CloudStack EcosystemO'Reilly, 2014

	
		Planning to deploy and maintain a public, private, or hybrid cloud service? This cookbook’s handy how-to recipes help you quickly learn and install Apache CloudStack, along with several API clients, API wrappers, data architectures, and configuration management technologies that work as part of CloudStack’s ecosystem.
...
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Tensor Product Model Transformation in Polytopic Model-Based Control (Automation and Control Engineering)CRC Press, 2013

	Tensor Product Model Transformation in Polytopic Model-Based Control offers a new perspective of control system design. Instead of relying solely on the formulation of more effective LMIs, which is the widely adopted approach in existing LMI-related studies, this cutting-edge book calls for a systematic modification and...
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Always Use Protection: A Teen's Guide to Safe ComputingApress, 2004

	
		Dan Appleman's career is typical of someone who, unable to choose what he wants to do for a living, decides to do everything. From founding a software company (Desaware), to cofounding a publishing company (Apress), to programming, to writing books (this is his seventh), he's a Brm believer that the question 'What do...
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Making TeX Work (A Nutshell handbook)O'Reilly, 1994

	
		TeX is a powerful tool for creating professional quality typeset text and is unsurpassed at typesetting mathematical equations, scientific text, and multiple languages. Many books describe how you use TeX to construct sentences, paragraphs, and chapters. Until now, no book has described all the software that actually lets you build,...
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Developing Analytic Talent: Becoming a Data ScientistJohn Wiley & Sons, 2014

	Learn what it takes to succeed in the the most in-demand tech job


	Harvard Business Review calls it the sexiest tech job of the 21st century. Data scientists are in demand, and this unique book shows you exactly what employers want and the skill set that separates the quality data scientist from other talented IT...
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The Handbook of Contraception: A Guide for Practical Management (Current Clinical Practice)Humana Press, 2006

	I opened my series editor manuscript of The Handbook of Contraception: A Guide for Practical Management, edited by Drs. Donna Shoupe and Siri Kjos, on a tiny plane on the way to giving a lecture in Albany, NY. I expected to peruse the ma- script, and found that I could not put it down. The Handbook of Contraception: A Guide for Practical...
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LinkedIn For Dummies, 4th EditionFor Dummies, 2016

	Build your network, find a job, and been seen as a thought leader


	LinkedIn is your number-one personal branding tool, and this friendly guide shows you how to harness it to build connections and relationships—and stand out in the world's largest professional network. LinkedIn For Dummies walks you step by...
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Atlas of Emergency Medicine 5th EditionMcGraw-Hill, 2020

	
		The most trusted visual guide to emergency medicine?with 2,100+ full-color images and clinical management guidance from leading experts

	
		Doody's Core Titles for 2021!

	
		The Atlas of Emergency Medicine is your “look quick, act fast” guide to accurately diagnosing acute...
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The Impossible Turned Possible: How to Turn Your Dreams into RealityMorgan James Publishing, 2021

	In The Impossible Turned Possible, Carolyn Chism Hardy provides a roadmap to plan one’s journey to the life they deserve with a simple 5 step process. 
	
		The Impossible Turned Possible is a step-by-step guide acting as a virtual assistant to help every step of the way. The real-life experiences discussed...
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SQL Server 2000 Stored Procedures Handbook (Expert's Voice)Apress, 2003
Stored procedures are compiled T-SQL statements that reside on the database.  They are the cornerstones of successful data manipulation, and data-handling  operations of every complexity make use of them. This book is an in-depth guide  to a key area of database development.

This book tackles real-world problems faced by developers when...
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sendmail Performance TuningPearson Education, 2002
"This book is great. Nick covers a wide range of  materials--everything from how to architect the mail system and what disks to  buy to how to configure your router. This book should be a basic reference for  anyone who needs to get down into the guts of a sendmail-based system and make  it shine."-Eric Allman, the...
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Deploying IPv6 NetworksCisco Press, 2006
An essential guide to IPv6 concepts, service implementation, and interoperability in existing IPv4 environments.

	
    Learn about IPv6 services and the relevant IPv6 features that make them possible

    
	
    Plan, deploy, and manage IPv6 services at...
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